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The Night Shift 4x03 Promo "Do No Harm" (HD)

The Night Shift 4x03 "Do No Harm" Season 4 Episode 3 Promo - Jordan (Jill Flint) and Cain (Mark Consuelos) figure out their professional dynamic as they work on a patient with extreme injuries from an oil field explosion. Drew (Brendan Fehr) and Paul (Robert Bailey Jr.) receive a patient from the same accident, and must figure out a solution to save the patient's severed hand. Scott (Scott Wolf) is caught off guard when Annie (guest star Sarah Jane Morris) shows up to the hospital with an unexpected guest from his past. Kenny (JR Lemon) and Shannon (Tanaya Beatty) struggle to adjust to their new living situation. Meanwhile, TC (Eoin Macken) and Amira (guest star Rana Roy) clash over treating a Syrian child on the American base. Subscribe to tvpromosdb on Youtube for more The Night Shift season 4 promos in HD!



The Night Shift official website: http://www.nbc.com/the-night-shift

Watch more The Night Shift Season 4 videos: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfrisy2KXzkdB4WixZkBa2DobCZdqn9Fk

Like The Night Shift on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/NBCNightShift

Follow The Night Shift on Twitter: https://twitter.com/NBCNightShift

Follow The Night Shift on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/NBCNightShift



The Night Shift 4x03 Promo/Preview "Do No Harm"

The Night Shift Season 4 Episode 3 Promo

The Night Shift 4x03 Promo "Do No Harm" (HD)



» Watch The Night Shift Thursdays at 10:00pm/9c on NBC

» Starring: Eoin Macken, Ken Leung, Scott Wolf



Contribute subtitle translations for this video: https://www.youtube.com/timedtext_video?v=n_JnhURT48A
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